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The yield of harvestable plant organs depends on overall photosynthetic output and
the subsequent distribution of the produced assimilates from source leaves across
different sink organs. In this study, we aimed to obtain, using a two-sink transport model,
mechanistic understanding of how the interplay between sink and pathway properties
together determines sink resource partitioning. As a working example, we analyzed
the partitioning of resources within potato plants, investigating the determinants of
tuber sink yield. Our results indicated that, contrary to earlier studies, with a spatially
explicit biophysically detailed model, transport pathway properties significantly affect
sink resource partitioning within the physiologically relevant domain. Additionally, we
uncovered that xylem flow, through its hydraulic coupling to the phloem, and sucrose
efflux along the phloem, also significantly affected resource partitioning. For tubers,
it is the cumulative disadvantage compared to sink leaves (distance, xylem flow,
and sucrose efflux) that enable an undirected SP6A-mediated reduction of sucrose
efflux to preferentially benefit tuber resource partitioning. Combined with the SP6A-
mediated sink strength increase, undirected SP6A introduction significantly enhances
tuber resource partitioning.

Keywords: resource partitioning, sucrose, phloem, xylem, SP6A, potato, biophysical model, SWEET

INTRODUCTION

Photosynthesis and the subsequent distribution of produced assimilates across different sink organs
together determine the yield of harvestable plant organs. Most study efforts have focused on
optimization of photosynthesis (Nölke et al., 2014; Driever et al., 2017). However, competition for
sucrose between sink organs also has a major impact on final crop yield. An important question
is, thus, which factors affect sucrose partitioning between sinks, how the impact of these factors
depends on sucrose availability and environmental conditions, and how these different factors
interact. As an example, in potato, upon tuber formation, sucrose delivery to tubers is substantially
increased at the cost of other plant organs (Fernie et al., 2020). It is generally accepted that this
enhanced tuber sucrose partitioning is achieved through a switch from symplastic to apoplastic
unloading, increasing the sucrose unloading rate at tubers (Viola et al., 2001). However, this
enhanced unloading operates against a background in which tuber organs may have a different
affinity for sucrose than, e.g., plant roots, reside at a larger distance from source leaves than young
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developing sink leaves, and differ physiologically from sink
leaves, which evaporate rather than take up water. To fully
understand how much tuber unloading must increase for efficient
tuber filling to occur and how this may be enhanced through
targeted breeding, the importance of, and interplay with, other
sink and transport pathway properties must be investigated.

Mathematical models have developed as an invaluable tool
in investigating plant yield. However, to gain insight into
factors determining resource partitioning, appropriate models
considering all the relevant aspects are needed. Currently, in
large-scale agronomic models aimed at predicting field level
yields as a function of plant type and environmental conditions,
sucrose partitioning between sinks is based on experimentally
measured, developmental stage specific, partitioning tables (de
Wit et al., 2019). As such, these models provide no insight in the
mechanistic basis of sucrose partitioning between plant organs.
More detailed models describing individual plant performance
as a function of plant physiology and architecture, such as
the frequently used functional–structural plant (FSP) models,
typically assume that relative sink strength determines sucrose
partitioning (Lescourret et al., 2011; Da Silva et al., 2014; de
Vries et al., 2021). These latter models, thus, implicitly assume
that properties of the transport pathway such as resistance,
length, or relative nearness of different sinks to the source organs
do not significantly impact sink resource allocation, which at
least under certain conditions have been shown to be incorrect
(Pallas et al., 2010).

In contrast, based on the generally accepted Münch
hypothesis, biophysically detailed transport models describe
sucrose and water transport as a convective flow resulting
from an osmotically driven pressure gradient (Thompson and
Holbrook, 2003; Hölttä et al., 2006; Lacointe and Minchin,
2008). Besides automatically integrating pathway resistance and
length, more detailed biophysical models can also include the
effects of xylem water flow (Hölttä et al., 2006, 2009) and radial
sucrose efflux (Minchin and Lacointe, 2017; van den Herik
et al., 2021). In a single-sink context, these biophysical transport
models have highlighted the importance of pathway properties
on transport dynamics, efficiency, and, thus, eventually sucrose
delivery to sinks. However, currently available two-sink models
have produced conflicting outcomes on the relevance of
pathway properties for sucrose partitioning. Minchin et al.
(1993) demonstrated that, due to pathway resistance effects, for
two sinks differing in sink strength (vmax), the sink with the
lowest vmax obtained a larger fraction of available sucrose than
expected based on the vmax ratios alone. In other words, the
weaker sink receives more sugar relative to its vmax than the
stronger sink, while in absolute numbers, the stronger sink is
still dominant. This suggested that sink characteristics are not
the sole determinants of resource competition. Paradoxically,
results of a later study slightly extending the model of Minchin
et al. (1993) by Bancal and Soltani (2002) suggested that for
physiologically relevant source concentrations, this phenomenon
is negligible. This would imply that within the relevant range, sink
characteristics fully dictate resource partitioning. Importantly,
both the models used a simplified phenomenological description
of pathway resistance and its effect on transport, rather than

explicitly modeling the osmotically driven pressure gradient
driving transport. A recent study, integrating biophysically
detailed transport dynamics in a multisink FSP model, instead
indicated that both the distance and sink strength determine
sugar partitioning in grape (Zhu et al., 2021). Thus, it remains
unclear what the exact relevance of pathway properties is
on resource partitioning and how this may depend on sink
properties. A first goal of this study is, therefore, to investigate
the impact of modeling choices for the relevance of pathway
properties on resource partitioning.

While most often only the length and/or resistance of the
pathway between source and sink is considered relevant for
resource partitioning, in planta extensive radial water and sucrose
transport occurs along this pathway as well, also potentially
affecting resource distribution. In addition to their roles in source
and sink loading and unloading (Braun et al., 2014), SWEET
transporters also facilitate bidirectional, gradient-dependent
sucrose transport between the phloem and the apoplast in the
long-distance phloem, with sucrose export from the phloem
dominating (Chen et al., 2012). Similarly, SUC/SUTs localized
in the source region facilitate active, proton-coupled, sucrose
loading into the phloem, while along the long-distance phloem,
these SUC/SUTs facilitate retrieval of sucrose from the apoplastic
space (Hafke et al., 2005). Apart from these transporters’
dependence on local sucrose levels, additional regulation of
transport capacity takes place. As an example, in potato, it
was recently shown that the phloem mobile peptide StSP6A,
or so-called tuberigen, inducing the transition from stolon to
tuber under short-day conditions, binds to and thereby reduces
StSWEET11 transport capacity by approximately 40% (Abelenda
et al., 2019). The relevance of sucrose efflux from the long-
distance transport phloem on resource partitioning has, thusfar
not been investigated. Additionally, while sink strength and
affinity have been generally considered as important properties
for resource partitioning, so far physiological sink properties,
particularly the direction and rate of water exchange with the
environment and, hence, xylem flow, have not been considered.
A second goal of this study is, thus, to obtain a mechanistic
understanding of how the interplay between sink and pathway
properties (length, xylem flow, and sucrose efflux) together
determines sink resource partitioning. As a working example, we
will analyze the partitioning of resources within potato plants,
investigating the determinants of tuber sink yield. The differences
in sink strengths, locations, and physiological properties between
developing leaves, roots, and tubers provide an interesting
context for studying sink resource partitioning. To this end,
we used our previously developed biophysical transport model
parameterized for potato (van den Herik et al., 2021), which we
here extended from a single sink to a two-sink model.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

According to the Münch hypothesis, plant sucrose transport in
the phloem occurs through convective flow generated by an
osmotically driven pressure gradient that needs to overcome
pathway resistance. Depending on the study, researchers have
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made different assumptions on the relevance of pathway
resistance, the significance of feedback effects of sucrose
concentration (via sap viscosity) thereon and the importance
of explicitly modeling water transport, and the associated radial
and xylem water transport. Later, we briefly introduce three
models for sucrose transport differing in these assumptions. To
resolve whether the previously obtained paradoxical result that
pathway resistance does not significantly impacts sink resource
competition depends on modeling details, these models were
compared with regard to their results on sucrose partitioning
between two sinks:

PC1 =
v1

v1 + v2
(1)

where PC1 is the partitioning coefficient for sink 1, v1 and v2
are the respective unloading rates in the two sinks. For a system
without radial solute flux, v1 + v2 is equal to the loading rate (v0).

Model Overview and Underlying
Assumptions
Model 1: No Resistance
The no resistance or VK model (sink strength, vmax; sink affinity,
km) is the simplest model we introduce (Figure 1A). It assumes
that there is no resistance in the phloem and, thus, no pressure
gradient is required. Source concentration (c0) is equal to sink
concentration (c1, c2) as a result. Sink unloading rates are
modeled using the Michaelis–Menten equation, implying an
active unloading mode. Differences in partitioning between the

FIGURE 1 | Model overview of the three compared models. (A) Resource
partitioning in the VK model solely depends on the sink properties, as
visualized by the straight lines leading from source (v0) to sinks.
(B) Partitioning in the VKR model does not only depend on sink properties,
but also depend on pathway resistance (r). (C) In the biophysically detailed
model, pathway resistance depends on local conditions (open circles
representing a single element). In a single element, water and sucrose flows
are calculated based on local resistance, pressure, and sucrose
concentration. Furthermore, a single element consists not only of a phloem
compartment, but also contains a xylem and apoplastic compartment with
which water, respectively, sucrose exchange occur.

two sinks, thus, solely depend on differences in sink vmax and Km,
enabling a simple analytical solution:

v1 = vmax,1
c1

c1 + k1
(2a)

v2 = vmax,2
c2

c2 + k2
(2b)

v0 = v1 + v2 (2c)

Model 2: Sucrose-Dependent Resistance
In the resistance or VKR model (Figure 1B), transport resistance
is included by introducing a total pathway resistance term
(ri) (Minchin et al., 1993). Consequently, source and sink
concentrations are different (c0 6= c1 6= c2) and resistance
can impact resource partitioning. Bancal and Soltani (2002)
further extended this model by including the influence of
sucrose concentration on pathway resistance via sap viscosity.
Specifically, sucrose concentrations halfway the pathway (S1/2)
are taken to calculate overall pathway resistance. The equation
used to calculate sucrose-dependent resistance used by Bancal
and Soltani (2002), valid for sucrose concentration between 0 and
1.5 M, is:

Rs = R3

(
0.685S4

1
2
− 1.0411S3

1
2
+ 0.9512S2

1
2
+ 0.1364S 1

2

+0.3396
)

(3)

where R3 is the reference viscosity at a sucrose concentration of
1 M. The equation above directly gives a relationship between
sucrose concentration and pathway resistance. The equation is
based on the viscosity effects on resistance, thus by replacing the
reference resistance (R3) for a reference viscosity, the effect of
sucrose concentration on viscosity is obtained.

For steady-state conditions, the unloading rates in the sinks
can be found by numerically solving the system of equations
below (i = 1, 2 for a 2-sink system):

v0 − vi =
c0 (c0− ci)

ri
−

vmax,ici
ki + ci

= 0 (4)

In the comparison here, we use this extended model of
Bancal and Soltani (2002), including the sucrose-dependent
pathway resistance.

Model 3: Spatially Explicit Sucrose and Water Flows
This biophysically detailed model explicitly describes water and
solute flow in the phloem resulting from an osmotically driven
pressure gradient as described by the Münch hypothesis (van
den Herik et al., 2021; Figure 1C). Local pathway resistance
depends on local phloem characteristics and sap viscosity
(and, hence, sucrose concentrations), rather than a global
pathway resistance being superimposed from calculated average
pathway characteristics and sucrose concentrations. We initially
only incorporated water (JW,ax,Ph/X) and sucrose phloem flow
(JS,ax,Ph) as well as radial water flow (JW,rad,Ph/X) to ensure
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conservation of water mass (W) and sucrose (S). These radial
fluxes were modeled using the following equation:

JW,rad,Ph,j = LrArad,j
(
0−9Ph,j

)
,with9Ph,j = PPh,j +5Ph,j (5a)

where Lr is the radial hydraulic membrane permeability, Arad,j is
the radial area between phloem and xylem, 9Ph is the phloem
water potential, PPh is the phloem turgor pressure, and 5Ph
is the phloem osmotic potential. For later simulations, we also
incorporated water flow in the xylem, which we described
following the cohesion-tension theory. In these simulations,
radial water exchange occurs between phloem and xylem,
following similar approaches by Hölttä et al. (2006) and applied
earlier by van den Herik et al. (2021):

JW,rad,Ph,j = LrArad,j
(
9X,j −9Ph,j

)
,with9Ph,j = PPh,j +5Ph,j

(5b)

Because of the complexity, the biophysically detailed model
is solved numerically in an explicit geometry consisting of
interconnected elements. For this study, we extended our
previously developed model (van den Herik et al., 2021)
to multiple sinks by endowing individual elements with the
possibility for multiple inflow and outflow terms. Radial inflow
and outflow can still be described by a single term within an
element. Combined, this results in the reformulated water and
sucrose mass balances below:

∂WPh/X,j

∂t
=

( n∑
i=1

JW,ax,in,Ph/X,j,i −

m∑
i=1

JW,ax,out,Ph/X,j,i

+JW,rad,Ph/X,j

)
ρ (6a)

∂SPh,j
∂t
=

n∑
i=1

JS,ax,in,Ph,j,i −
m∑
i=1

JS,ax,out,Ph,j,i + JS,Rad,Ph,j (6b)

where n is the amount of upward oriented elements connected to
element j and m is the amount of downward oriented elements
connected to element j. Descriptions of the variables and
parameters are given in Tables 1, 2. A more detailed description
of the model, its underlying assumptions, and potato-specific
parameterization can be found in a study by van den Herik
et al. (2021). While the original single-sink model incorporated
a passive unloading mechanism, in this study, we included
active unloading through incorporating the Michaelis–Menten
equation to enable a one-to-one comparison with the VK and
VKR model. Importantly, when comparing different types of
sink organs—roots, leaves, and tubers—we maintain for all the
sinks an active unloading mode. We do this despite stolon ends
upon tuberization switching from an active to passive unloading
mode (Viola et al., 2001). The reason for not incorporating
a passive unloading-specific equation for tuber sinks is that

this would introduce an additional dependence on the sucrose
concentration assumed for tubers, complicating a comparison of
how differences in sink properties such as xylem water transport
and distance from source leaves affects resource partitioning.

In this more detailed model, there is no single parameter (r)
for total pathway resistance. Instead, local pathway resistance
depends on local viscosity and pressure differences. To see this
more clearly, we rewrote the phloem-specific water flow rate:

Jw,ax,in,Ph = APh
kPh
µPh

1PPh
L
= NPhπa2

Ph
kPh
µPh

1PPh
L

(7a)

in terms of pressure differential and resistance (r):

Jw,ax,in,Ph =
1PPh
rPh

,where rPh =
µPhL

kPhNPhπa2
Ph

(7b)

This yielded an expression for pathway resistance, which
is proportional to viscosity (µ) and pathway length (L) and
inversely proportional to phloem axial permeability (k), number
of phloem conduits (N), and individual phloem conduit radius
(a). To study the effect of resistance on sucrose transport in

TABLE 1 | Symbols and units for the used variables/equations in the
biophysically detailed model.

Variable Symbol Units

Water mass WPh/X,j g

Sucrose SPh,j mol

Pressure PPh/X,j MPa

Sucrose concentration cPh,j mol/m3

Axial water flow JW,ax,in/out,Ph/X,j g/s

Axial sucrose flow JS,ax,in/out,Ph/X,j mol/s

Radial water flow JW,rad,Ph/X,j g/s

Radial sucrose flow JS,rad,Ph,j mol/s

Water potential Ph/X,j MPa

Axial area APh/X,j m2

Radial area Arad,j m2

Osmotic potential phloem 5,j MPa

Dynamic viscosity phloem µ,j MPa s

TABLE 2 | Relevant parameters for the biophysically detailed model used in this
study, for a full description of the model, parameters, and parameter estimation
(see van den Herik et al. (2021)).

Parameter Symbol Value Units

Density of water ρ 0.998e6 g/m3

Radial hydraulic membrane permeability Lr 5e-8 m/MPa/s

Dynamic viscosity water/xylem µx 1.0019e-9 MPa s

Phloem sieve element radius aPh 8.4e-6 at t = 0 m

Xylem conduit radius ax 30e-6 m

Axial permeability phloem kp 3.82e-12 m2

Elastic modulus phloem εp 30 MPa

Elastic modulus xylem εx 750 MPa

Transpiration rate Jtrans 0.02 g/s

Water potential soil ψsoil 0 MPa
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this model and compare its effects to that in other models, we
varied pathway length, as this parameter is directly proportional
to resistance. While for the between-model comparison, we could
have varied other resistance parameters from Eq. 7b instead, we
decided to vary length as this also enabled us to investigate the
effect of different source-sink distances on resource partitioning,
assuming all other pathway properties are equal. Importantly,
in planta, hydraulic architecture/axial permeability of phloem
may vary over the length of the plant and/or between plant organs
(Clerx et al., 2020), making the linear scaling of pathway length
with resistance a simplifying assumption.

In the biophysical model, we used the equation for sucrose-
dependent viscosity as described by Morison (2002), i.e., using
the volume fraction of sucrose (8) to calculate the viscosity:

µPh,j = µXexp

(
4.68∗0.956 φPh,j

1− 0.956 φPh,j

)
with φPh,j =

VsucSPh,j
VsucSPh,j + VPh,j

(8)

Given that the VKR and biophysical model use different
equations to calculate viscosity, we checked to what extent
that this result in different sucrose concentrations to viscosity
mapping, as this could potentially underlie differences in
outcomes between the two models. Supplementary Figure 1
illustrates that despite the different applied equations, a highly
similar mapping occurs, indicating that this cannot be the cause
of differences in model results.

Simulation Details and Model
Implementation
Standard sink strength was set at vmax = 12.5 nmol/s, sink
affinity was set at Km = 75 mM, and pathway resistance was
set at r = 7.5e12 Tmol s/m6 (for the VKR model) or pathway
length was set at l = 0.25 m (for the biophysically detailed
model). The pathway length of 0.25 m corresponds to an
equal resistance, as the VKR model for a sugar concentration
of 0 mM. That is, the resistances are equal for conditions in
which viscosity effects of solutes are ignored. To investigate
differences in resource partitioning between the three models,
we considered three different scenarios in a single-source, two-
sink system, with the two sinks differing in either sink strength
(vmax), sink affinity (Km), or pathway resistance (r). For the vmax
scenario, we used 22.5 nmol/s for sink 1 and 2.5 nmol/s for
sink 2; for the Km scenario, we used 75 mM for sink 1 and
750 mM for sink 2; and for the resistance scenario, we used
7.5 and 150 Tmol s m−6 for the VKR model and 0.25 and 5
m for the biophysically detailed model. To compare the three
models, steady-state solutions for a range of loading rates (0.025–
25 nmol/s) were calculated and phloem-only conditions were
used (Eq. 5a). Aforementioned values were taken from a study
by Bancal and Soltani (2002), to enable comparison between
their earlier results and our model outcomes. To validate the
robustness of the analysis, we compared our results for a default
zero resistance shared pathway to a non-zero resistance shared
pathway from source to sink. This did not significantly affect the
results (Supplementary Figure 2).

The impact of xylem flow on resource partitioning was
investigated using a constant water uptake of sink 2 (2e–8
m3/s, equal to total uptake in a study by van den Herik et al.,
2021) representing a root organ, while varying water flow in
sink 1 between -1e-8 m3/s (water evaporation equal to source)
and 2e–8 m3/s (water uptake equal to sink 2), representing
organs on the continuum from leaf to tuber to root. Evaporation
in the source region was set equal to the net sum of the
water flow in both the sinks and simulations were performed
for three different source loading rates. We also investigated
3 biologically realistic 2 sink scenarios (root-root, tuber-root,
and young sink leaf-root), where we imposed a soil water
potential of 0 MPa (Perämäki et al., 2001), simulating tubers by
decreasing water uptake permeability by 90% relative to roots
and young leaves through an evaporation rate of 10% of that
of mature leaves.

Radial sucrose transport between phloem and apoplast and
sucrose removal from the apoplast were modeled as done
in a study by van den Herik et al. (2021). In summary,
bidirectional SWEET transport facilitates efflux from the phloem
(vmax = 0.148 mol/m3/s, Km = 70 mM, Chen et al., 2012)
and retrieval from the apoplast (vmax = 0.148 mol/m3/s,
Km = 10 mM, Chen et al., 2012), while SUT transporters
(vmax = 0.117 mol/m3/s, Km = 1 mM, Schulze et al., 2000) also
facilitate retrieval from the apoplast to the phloem. Efflux and
retrieval rates were implemented as mol per m3 per s and were,
therefore, constant on a per length basis during the steady-state
conditions at which we evaluate model outcomes. SP6A-mediated
efflux mitigation was modeled by decreasing the vmax of SWEETs
by 40%, as reported in a study by Abelenda et al. (2019).

The VK model was analytically solved. The system of
equations describing the VKR model was solved in MATLAB
R2020b using the build in function “fsolve” with a function
threshold of 1e–13. Residual function values were checked to
ensure the correctness of the solution and various initial values
were used to search for alternative solutions of the system. We
only considered biologically valid solutions, i.e., positive solute
concentrations. The system of differential equations describing
the biophysically detailed model was implemented in MATLAB
R2020b and was solved using the build-in solver “ode15s,”
using an integration time step of 1t = 1 s using a non-
homogeneous mesh for loading (20 elements, 0.005 m/element),
long-distance pathway (30 elements, 0.0083 m/element), and
unloading zones (20 elements, 0.005 m/element), as described
in detail by van den Herik et al. (2021). The source code for
the biophysically detailed model and implementation of the VKR
and VK models are available on https://tbb.bio.uu.nl/khwjtuss/
TwoSinkSucroseTransport/.

RESULTS

To investigate whether the previously found limited importance
of pathway resistance on sink resource partitioning depends on
modeling details, we compared the previously used, simpler VKR
model with the more detailed biophysical model, with the VK
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model serving as a baseline. First, we started with investigating
model differences in a single-sink setting.

Structural Underestimation of Sucrose
Concentration and Resistance in the
VKR Model
A major difference between the VKR and biophysical model
is the manner in which sucrose phloem concentrations are
used to calculate resistance. In the biophysical model, sucrose
gradients are calculated in a spatially resolved manner with
explicit source loading zones, sink unloading zones, and lateral
water transport resulting in non-linear gradients (Figures 2A–C,
blue lines). In contrast, the VKR model assumes a linear source-
sink concentration gradient (Figures 2A–C, green lines indicate
the linear gradient for the biophysical model). In the biophysical
model, local pathway resistance is subsequently calculated from
local sucrose concentration, while in the VKR model, an average,
overall pathway resistance is calculated from mean pathway
sucrose concentration. This results in an underestimation of
pathway sucrose concentration (Figures 2D,F) and resistance
(Figures 2E,G) when using a linear VKR-type gradient. The
level of underestimation increases with concentration gradient

steepness, i.e., increasing loading (Figure 2A vs. 2B and
Figures 2D,E) and unloading rates (Figure 2B vs. 2C and
Figures 2F,G).

Instead of extracting a VKR-type gradient from the
biophysical model, we next explicitly simulate the VKR model
using equal parameterization as for the biophysical model. Due
to the dynamic feedback between resistance and concentration,
the general tendency for lower resistances in the VKR model
results in significantly less steep source-sink concentration
gradients and lower source concentrations (Figures 2A–C,
orange lines). Importantly, these lower source concentrations
in the VKR model result in an overestimation of the minimum
loading rates necessary to obtain physiologically relevant source
concentrations (0.1–2 M).

Effects of Resistance and Biophysical
Detail on Resource Allocation
Next, we investigated the impact of using either a baseline
VK, simple VKR, or the biophysical model on resource
partitioning between two sinks. We hypothesized that the
structural underestimation of pathway resistance in the VKR
compared with the biophysically detailed model impacts
resource partitioning.

FIGURE 2 | Sucrose concentration and resistance are underestimated when not including a spatial sucrose gradient. Concentration gradients for (A) vload = 1
nmol/s, vmax,un = 25 nmol/s, (B) vload = 10 nmol/s, vmax,un = 25 nmol/s (C), vload = 10 nmol/s, vmax,un = 15 nmol/s. Dotted lines indicate mean pathway sucrose
concentration. (D) Mean concentration as a function of source loading rate for a constant unloading rate of 25 nmol/s and (E) mean pathway resistance as a
function of source loading rate. (F) Mean concentration as a function of sink unloading rate for constant loading rate of 10 nmol/s and (G) mean pathway resistance
as a function of sink unloading rate.
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Sink Strength (Vmax)
At the onset of tuberization, a switch from symplastic to
apoplastic unloading mode increases tuber sucrose unloading
rate. As a logical first scenario, we, thus, investigated the effect
of differences in sink strength on resource partitioning. For
vmax,1 = 22.5 nmol/s and vmax,2 = 2.5 nmol/s, the simple VK
model predicts the partitioning coefficient to equal the vmax
ratio (vmax,1/vmax,2 = 90%) (Figure 3A, dotted line). In absence
of resistance, source concentration equals sink concentration,
resulting in equal sink concentrations. This causes the sinks to be
equally saturated, resulting in vmax values being the sole source of
differences in sink uptake. In contrast, the VKR model predicts
the partitioning coefficient to start at 50% and increase in a
saturating manner toward the vmax ratio defined 90% (Figure 3A,
dashed line). In the presence of resistance, differences between
source and sink concentrations arise, allowing for between sink
concentration differences. The higher unloading rate at sink 1
results in a lower local sink concentration (Figure 3B, dashed
blue vs. dashed orange lines) and reduced saturation (Figure 3C,
compare position of blue vs. orange squares on the saturation
curves). This causes sink 1 resource partitioning to be lower
than expected based on vmax ratio alone. Partitioning reaches
the expected vmax defined value when both the sinks approach
saturation at high loading rates (approximately 20 nmol/s).

The biophysically detailed model predicts a slower, sigmoidal
increase to 90% partitioning (Figure 3A, solid line). In both the
VKR and biophysical model, the higher vmax,1 resulted in a lower
c1, lower mean pathway concentration, and resistance, causing
r1/r2 < 1 (Figure 3D). However, a lower c1 also results in a
steeper concentration gradient c0-c1 that is more underestimated
in the VKR model than the c0-c2 gradient. As a consequence, the
VKR model overestimates r1-r2 differences, resulting in a r1/r2
ratio closer to 1 in the biophysical model (Figure 3D). Thus,
while absolute resistance levels are higher in both the pathways,
relative resistance differences between the two pathways are
smaller in the biophysical model. Since the resistance difference
acts against the vmax driven concentration gradient difference

(lower resistance causes higher sink concentrations), the reduced
relative resistance difference in the biophysical model allows for
larger difference between sink concentration (Figure 3B) and
saturation differences (Figure 3C, compare location of the dots
representing the biophysical model with the squares representing
the VKR model). This further diminishes the advantage of sink 1
from its higher vmax. Summarizing, over a large range of loading
rates, an increased unloading at the tubers (with higher vmax) has
less effect than expected based on unloading rates only.

Sink Affinity (km)
In addition to sink strength, plant sink organs may also differ
in sucrose affinity. For higher sink 1 affinity (k1 = 75 mM,
k2 = 750 mM), at equal sink concentrations, the effective uptake
rate of sink 1 (v1) is significantly higher than that of sink 2
(v2). In the VK model, with its equal sink concentrations, this
causes the partitioning coefficient to heavily favor sink 1 at low
loading rates and, hence, sink concentrations (Figure 4A, dotted
line). At higher loading rates, both the sinks saturate, causing
the partitioning to converge to the 50% defined by the equal
vmax values. In the VKR model, the higher affinity of sink 1 and,
hence, higher uptake at low loading rates result in lower local
concentration at sink 1 (Figure 4B). Consequently, even though
k2 >> k1, sink 2 is more saturated than sink 1 (Figure 4C). As
a result, partitioning to sink 1 is lower than expected based on
Km differences for low loading rates. As loading rate increases
first, sink 1 approaches saturation, enabling it to profit from
its higher affinity. As loading rates increase further (beyond 10
nmol/s), sink 2 also approaches saturation, removing sink 1’s
higher affinity benefit and causing partitioning to approach the
50% defined by the equal vmax values (Figure 4A, dashed line).

As above for the different unloading rates, source
concentrations, source-sink concentration gradients, resistance
ratio (Figure 4D), and between sink concentration, differences
are larger in the biophysical model, explaining again the
decreased advantage of sink 1 in the biophysical model
(Figure 4A, solid line).

FIGURE 3 | Impact of model choice on partitioning coefficients and the underlying mechanisms for different sink strengths (vmax). (A) Partitioning coefficient for the
VK (dotted), VKR (dashed), and biophysical (solid) models. The bold lines in (A) represent physiologically relevant conditions (0.1 < c0 < 2 M) showing that the
biophysical model has a much broader physiologically relevant range. (B) Sink 1 (blue), sink 2 (orange), and source (green) sucrose concentrations. (C) The
Michaelis–Menten curves for unloading rates, with dots representing the biophysical model and squares representing the VKR model. (D) Resistance ratios for the
VKR (dashed) and biophysical (solid) models.
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FIGURE 4 | Impact of model choice on partitioning coefficients and the underlying mechanisms for different sink affinities (Km). (A) Partitioning coefficient for the VK
(dotted), VKR (dashed), and biophysical (solid) models. The bold lines in (A) represent physiologically relevant conditions (0.1 < c0 < 2 M), showing that the
biophysical model has a much broader physiologically relevant range. (B) Sink 1 (blue), sink 2 (orange), and source (green) sucrose concentrations. (C) The
Michaelis–Menten curves for unloading rates, with dots representing the biophysical model and squares representing the VKR model. (D) Resistance ratios for the
VKR (dashed) and biophysical (solid) models.

Pathway Resistance
Sink organs are formed at different positions in the plant,
with different transport pathway lengths from source to sink
resulting in different pathway resistances, e.g., tubers form at a
larger distance from the sucrose providing source leaves than
young developing sink leaves. Importantly, resistance both affects
and is dependent on concentration differences. For comparison
purposes, we use equal baseline resistance values at zero
sucrose concentrations for the two models, while allowing net,
sucrose-dependent resistance values to differ. In the VK model,
partitioning equals the vmax defined value of 50% (Figure 5A,
dotted line), as all the sink parameters are equal and resistance
is not incorporated.

For the VKR model, r1 << r2 (r1 = 7.5e12 Tmol s/m6 and
r2 = 150 Tmol s/m6) implies that c1 >> c2 (Eq. 3), causing a
reversal in the sink 1 and 2 concentration differences compared to
the earlier two scenarios (Figure 5B, dashed lines). Additionally,
between sink concentration, differences are significantly larger.
The higher r2 now leads to lower sink 2 concentrations and,
thus, a lower unloading rate in sink 2 when sinks are not
yet saturated (Figure 5C, compare the position of blue vs.
orange squares on the saturation curves), resulting in a higher
partitioning toward sink 1 (Figure 5A, dashed line). When
sink 1 becomes saturated (∼10 nmol/s), a further increase in
loading rate increases unloading at sink 2, increasing c2, and
decreasing sink 1 favored partitioning. As loading rate further
increases, sink 2 also saturates and the vmax defined ratio of 50%
partitioning is reached.

Again, in the biophysical model, source concentrations are
higher, source-sink gradients are steeper (Figure 5B), and
relative resistance differences are smaller (Figure 5D, r1/r2
slightly closer to 1 for unsaturated sinks). In the vmax and Km
scenarios, resistance differences oppose the vmax and Km driven
sink concentration differences, which, in turn, limit vmax and
Km driven resource partitioning advantages. Here, it is solely
the resistance difference that drives concentration differences
instead, with these concentration differences causing rather
than reducing resource partitioning advantages. Reduced relative
resistance differences in the biophysical model now reduce

rather than enhance between sink concentration (Figure 5B)
and saturation differences (Figure 5C, compare location of
the dots representing the biophysical model with the squares
representing the VKR model) and, thereby, limit the advantage
of a lower resistance for sink 1 relative to the VKR model.
Thus, for a broad range of loading rates, the disadvantage that
a tuber experiences from its larger transport pathway length and
resistance is significantly less than expected based on resistance
differences alone.

Xylem Water Flow Differences Affect
Sucrose Partitioning
As phloem and xylem are hydraulically connected, changes in
xylem water potential affect phloem water and solute transport
(Sevanto et al., 2011; Savage et al., 2016; Konrad et al.,
2019). An interesting question, thus, is whether, in addition to
differences in sink characteristics and pathway resistance/length,
differences between sink organs in terms of xylem water flow
affect resource partitioning. Note that to investigate this only,
the biophysically detailed model is suitable. To investigate the
impact of xylem flow on resource partitioning, we used constant,
equal VKR characteristics, a constant water uptake of sink 2
representing a root organ, while varying water flow in sink
1. When sink 1 xylem water uptake rate equals that of sink
2 (2e-8 m3/s), sucrose partitioning equals 50% (Figure 6A).
A linear increase in sink 1 resource allocation occurred when
moving from gradually decreasing water uptake to gradually
increasing water evaporation in sink 1. This increased allocation
to sink 1 is stronger for lower loading rates, when sinks are
less saturated (Figure 6A). These results indicate that a smaller
xylem counterflow and even more so a xylem co-flow increased
partitioning toward a sink.

Increased Turgor Gradient and Sucrose
Concentration Causes Increased
Sucrose Partitioning
To understand this phenomenon, we investigated scenarios in
which sink 1 takes up water at a lower rate than sink 2 (Figure 6B)
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FIGURE 5 | Impact of model choice on partitioning coefficients and the underlying mechanisms for different pathway resistance/length (r). (A) Partitioning coefficient
for the VK (dotted), VKR (dashed), and biophysical (solid) models. The bold lines in (A) represent physiologically relevant conditions (0.1 < c0 < 2 M), showing that
the biophysical model has a much broader physiologically relevant range. (B) Sink 1 (blue), sink 2 (orange), and source (green) sucrose concentrations. (C) The
Michaelis–Menten curves for unloading rates, with dots representing the biophysical model and squares representing the VKR model. (D) Resistance ratios for the
VKR (dashed) and biophysical (solid) models.

FIGURE 6 | The effect of xylem boundaries on carbon partitioning between two sinks. (A) Partitioning coefficient for three loading rates as a function of xylem water
boundary conditions in sink 1, for a constant sink 2 water uptake of 2e–8 m3/s. Water potentials of phloem and xylem (in MPa) at various locations in the model for a
situation in which sink 1 evaporates at a rate of 0.5e–8 m3/s (B) or takes up water at a rate of 1.5e–8 m3/s (C) The scenarios in B and C are taken from the
low-loading rate conditions of A. For the phloem water potential, the separate contributions of turgor and osmotic potential are given in brackets.

or evaporates water (Figure 6C). Both the lower water uptake
and evaporation resulted in a more negative xylem potential in
the pathway. Additionally, for an evaporating sink 1, a reversal

in the xylem potential gradient occurs. As radial water flow is
directed from high (least negative) to low (most negative) water
potentials (Eq. 5b), differences in xylem potential impact lateral
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water flow and, thereby, phloem water potential. For phloem
to deliver solutes to the sinks, water potentials in phloem and
xylem must fulfill the constraint that lateral waterflow is directed
toward the phloem in the source and long-distance pathway and
toward the xylem in the sinks (Hölttä et al., 2006, 2009; Windt
et al., 2006). The decreased (more negative) xylem water potential
in the pathway toward sink 1, thus, dictates an accompanying
decrease in phloem water potential that is largest in the scenario
where sink 1 evaporates water. Phloem water potential consists
of a turgor pressure (P) and osmotic potential (5) component.
Our simulations show that the decreased (more negative) phloem
potential in the pathway toward sink 1 arises from a combination
of lower turgor pressure and more negative osmotic potential
in both the scenarios. A lower turgor pressure toward sink 1,
combined with an equal turgor pressure at the branching point,
results in a larger turgor pressure gradient and, hence, water
flow toward sink 1 relative to sink 2. Additionally, the decreased
osmotic potential arises from increased sucrose concentration in
the pathway toward sink 1. The combined larger flow and higher
sucrose concentration explain the increased sucrose partitioning
toward sink 1, with a larger effect in the evaporation scenario
where xylem and phloem potential become more negative.

Resource Allocation Differences
Between Roots, Tubers, and Developing
Leaves
In the simulations earlier, we imposed water flow boundaries
(influx or efflux rate) to systematically investigate the influence
of xylem water flow rate and direction on resource partitioning.
However, in most model applications, xylem water flow rate
and direction are not a control parameter, but rather an
emergent property from soil and atmosphere water potential
or organ evaporation rates. We, therefore, also investigated
3 biologically realistic 2 sink scenarios (root-root, tuber-root,
and young sink leaf-root), where we imposed a soil water
potential of 0 MPa, simulating tubers by decreasing water
uptake permeability by 90%, and young leaves through an
evaporation rate of 10% of that of mature leaves. While this
results in different, biologically more realistic, xylem water
potentials (Figure 7A; Bland and Tanner, 1986), we again observe
enhanced resource allocation to sinks with a reduced xylem
counterflow (tuber vs. root) and even more so for xylem co-
flow (leaf vs. root) (Figure 7B). Summarizing, we demonstrate
that not only sink VK or pathway resistance properties affect
resource partitioning, but that also differences in xylem water
flow influence partitioning via the hydraulic connection with
the phloem. Differences in xylem water flow cause tubers to
have a resource partitioning advantage relative to the roots yet
a disadvantage relative to sink leaves.

Sucrose Efflux Further Aggravates
Disadvantage of Roots and Tubers
Besides simulating the effect of xylem flow and radial water
exchange between phloem and xylem, the biophysically detailed
model is also capable of simulating the effects of radial sucrose
exchange between phloem and the apoplast. This exchange is

FIGURE 7 | Resource allocation differences between roots, tubers, and
developing leaves. (A) Xylem water potential along the plant for the three
specific organ scenarios. Solid lines represent the water potential in the part of
the plant stem containing source leaves, dashed lines represent the water
potential along the long-distance pathway leading toward sink 1
(root/tuber/leaf), and dash-dotted lines represent the water potential along the
long-distance pathway ending at sink 2 (root). (B) Partitioning coefficient as a
function of loading rate for the same three organ type cases as shown in (A).
The symbols show the organ priority.

mediated by bidirectional SWEET transporters (Chen et al.,
2012) and active SUC/SUT importers (Hafke et al., 2005). It
was previously shown that sucrose efflux, retrieval, and efflux
mitigation can strongly affect phloem transport characteristics
and sucrose delivery to sinks (Minchin and Lacointe, 2017; van
den Herik et al., 2021).

To investigate the impact of long-distance sucrose efflux,
we simulate a young leaf and root/tuber, with initially equal
sink and pathway properties (vmax = 5 nmol/s, Km = 75 mM,
l = 0.25 m), incrementally adding different properties affecting
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FIGURE 8 | Individual and combined effects of pathway properties and SP6A on sucrose partitioning toward roots/tubers. (A) Individual and combined effect of
pathway length and xylem water flow for further equal sink leaves and roots/tubers sink and pathway characteristics. (B) The effect of radial efflux on resource
partitioning toward roots/tubers. (C) The dual effect of SP6A, mitigating efflux and increasing roots/tubers sink strength.

resource partitioning. First, we incorporated differences in
source-sink distance, with the leaf sink located at 0.1 m and
sink roots/tubers located at 0.3 m from the source, replicating
a potato plant architecture. Like before, the sink with smaller
pathway length, and, thus, resistance, experiences higher resource
partitioning (Figure 8A, blue line). Second, we incorporated
differences in xylem flow, setting leaf sink evaporation at 10%
of that of mature leaves, and water potential in the soil at
0 MPa. Differences in xylem flow strongly benefit leaves sucrose
partitioning (Figure 8A, orange line). Combining length and
xylem flow differences demonstrate that these effects are largely
additive (Figure 8A, green line).

Next, we incorporated SWEET-mediated sucrose efflux along
the long-distance pathway, following a study by van den Herik
et al. (2021), with radial efflux amounting to up to 23%
of total sucrose loading rate. Trivially, sucrose export along
the long-distance phloem aggravates the resource partitioning
disadvantage due to an increased pathway length (Figure 8B,
blue lines). However, also the disadvantage due to different
xylem flow conditions (Figure 8B, orange lines) and their
combination (Figure 8B, Green lines) are aggravated, indicating
that xylem flow differences also impact radial sucrose transport.
Note that, for low loading rates (below 15% of maximum
unloading rate), partitioning toward tubers is close to 0%. For
these low loading rates, while the phloem localized SWEET still
experiences sufficient sucrose, the resulting efflux of sucrose
along the pathway causes almost no sucrose to arrive at
sinks. The longer pathway length and different xylem flow
conditions result in larger sucrose efflux toward tubers, resulting
in a near zero partitioning coefficient despite leaf sucrose
yield also being very low (Supplementary Figure 3). Smaller
length differences or lower leaf evaporation rate decreased

the regime in which partitioning toward roots/tubers is 0%
(Supplementary Figure 4).

Efflux Mitigation and Increased Sink
Strength Mediated by SP6A Work in
Different Saturation Regimes
SWEET-mediated sucrose efflux is reduced by 40% upon
the introduction of the FT-like protein SP6A in the phloem
(Abelenda et al., 2019). However, there is currently no mechanism
known that would restrict the loading and transport of SP6A
specifically to tuber-directed phloem. We hypothesized that
instead, the cumulative disadvantage tubers experience from
their longer source-sink distance, xylem flow and sucrose export
may enable undirected SP6A (i.e., present in all long-distance
phloem) to preferentially increase tuber sucrose partitioning.
Based on the experimental data, the undirected SP6A effect on
sucrose transport was incorporated into our model by reducing
for all the long-distance pathways, independent of the sink
organ they are directed toward, the vmax parameter to 60%
of its original value. Indeed, undirected SP6A introduction
preferentially enhanced sucrose delivery toward roots/tubers
(Figure 8C, red line) mostly through decreasing the regime
of loading rates for which no sucrose reaches the roots/tubers
due to radial efflux. Still, this SP6A effect does not enable
tubers to become the dominant sucrose sinks. Besides its role
in sucrose efflux mitigation, SP6A has been previously identified
as important factor initiating tuberization (Navarro et al., 2011).
During tuberization, the switch in unloading mode together
with sink expansion increases sink strength. We, therefore,
investigated the effect of an increased sink strength and the
interplay with SP6A-mediated efflux mitigation. Experimental
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observations suggest sink-source feedback, with sink-strength
affecting loading rates, likely through phloem sucrose levels
(Chiou and Bush, 1998). We, therefore, assumed the tuber
sink strength increase to be accompanied by an equal sized
source strength increase. An increased tuber sink strength (5–
15 nmol/s) enhanced tuber partitioning particularly at higher
loading rates (Figure 8C, purple line). For very low loading
rates, no sucrose arrived at the roots/tubers, rendering enhanced
sink strength irrelevant. Beyond these loading rates, the effect of
tuber sink strength increased with loading rate due to enhanced
sink saturation (Supplementary Figure 5). As a result, for high-
loading rates, tubers can now become the dominant sink organ.
When combining SP6A-mediated efflux mitigation and sink
strength increase (Figure 8C, brown line), we observe mostly
additive effects, with efflux mitigation effects dominating at low
and an increased sink strength effects dominating at high-loading
rates. Combined, these results indicate that undirected SP6A
sucrose efflux reduction broadens the range of loading rates over
which tubers obtain significant amounts of sugars.

DISCUSSION

Yield of harvestable plant organs critically depends on sucrose
partitioning between competing sinks. Understanding the
mechanisms determining resource partitioning is, thus, of great
agroeconomic relevance and modeling studies play an important
role in unraveling the complex underlying processes. In this
modeling study, we performed a systematic investigation into
the individual and combined effects of sink characteristics
(unloading strength, sucrose affinity, and water uptake or
evaporation) and pathway properties (length, resistance, and
radial sucrose efflux) on sucrose partitioning, taking potato tuber
sucrose delivery as an example case.

We demonstrated that in our biophysically detailed model,
the effects of sink strength and affinity, as well as pathway
resistance/length, are significantly enhanced compared to earlier
studies using simplified sucrose transport models (Minchin et al.,
1993; Bancal and Soltani, 2002). These differences could be
attributed to the underestimation of sucrose concentration and
pathway resistance in the simplified models. We further show
that these effects are relevant in a much broader loading rate
range compared to a study by Bancal and Soltani (2002) due to
higher source concentrations. Our findings on the importance
of pathway properties are supported by recent findings that
source-sink distance differences drive divergence in yield between
grapes (Pallas et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2021). Additionally, we
observed that the previously reported phenomenon of weakest
sink prioritization—the larger than expected sucrose allocation to
the weaker sink for non-saturating sucrose loading—occurs not
only for sinks differing in sink strength, but also for differences in
sucrose affinity or pathway length.

Interestingly, we found that in addition to phloem pathway
length, the rate and direction of the coupled, parallel xylem flow
also impacted sink partitioning. For equal sink characteristics,
sucrose partitioning to a sink linearly increased with xylem flow
and potential. This effect could be explained from the hydraulic

coupling between phloem and xylem and the concomitant
changes in both the phloem osmotic and turgor pressure. Thus,
while previous study focused on the impact of xylem flow via
leaf water potential and photosynthetic activity on plant organ
growth (Solari et al., 2006), we show that even for constant
photosynthesis and, hence, loading rates, the hydraulic coupling
between xylem and phloem causes xylem flow to impact sucrose
transport and growth.

In the case of potato tubers, we showed that their limited
water uptake causes them to be at an advantage in terms of
resource partitioning relative to roots that take-up considerably
more water, yet at a disadvantage to young leaves that evaporate
limited amounts of water. An additional disadvantage arises from
the larger distance tubers and roots that have compared to young
leaves from source leaves. Both the disadvantages are increased
when including SWEET-mediated radial sucrose export. This
exacerbated disadvantage enables undirected SP6A-mediated
export mitigation to preferentially benefit root/tuber resource
allocation. This export mitigating effect of SP6A that dominates
at lower loading rates for which phloem transport resistance
and xylem water flow differences are relevant complements the
effect of SP6A on tuber sink strength that becomes fully effective
for high, saturating loading rates. Overall, the undirected SP6A
signal significantly broadens the range of loading rates over which
tubers obtain significant amounts of sugars.

A major point of discussion is the in-planta relevance of
the reported results. In essence, this issue revolves around the
question whether sinks under most physiological conditions
operate at/near saturation or rather operate under non-saturating
conditions. As our, and previous results (Minchin et al., 1993;
Bancal and Soltani, 2002) show, under saturating conditions, the
ratio between sink strength (vmax) dictates resource partitioning.
It is only under non-saturating conditions that other factors
such as sink affinity, pathway resistance/length, xylem flow
rate and direction, and radial sucrose efflux significantly affect
resource partitioning, weakest sink prioritization occurs, and
SP6A efflux mitigation effects weigh in. Classical experiments
have demonstrated that upon chemically (Farrar and Minchin,
1991) or cooling induced sink strength reduction (Minchin et al.,
1997), sucrose import in unaffected sinks adjusts to the new
conditions on a timescale of hours. This slow adaptation has been
taken as evidence for sink saturation, reasoning that enhanced
uptake requires upregulation of sink uptake capacity (Minchin
and Lacointe, 2005). Here, we challenge this view. First, only
if remaining sinks are unable to import any additional sucrose
would this support prior sink saturation, while if remaining sinks
are unable to import all the extra sucrose immediately this merely
implies that maximum sink uptake capacity is now exceeded.
Second, upon enhanced sucrose availability, sucrose metabolism
requires upregulation. This delayed increase in utilization could
lead to sucrose accumulation with negative feedback on sink
uptake limiting the initial increase in uptake (Farrar and Minchin,
1991). Similarly, feedback regulation between sink demand and
source supply may result in reduced source loading upon sink
removal due to sugar accumulation in phloem or leaves, limiting
actual extra sucrose availability. Finally, our model generates
a 1–2 h timescale for partitioning to adapt to instant changes
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in one sink, without any changes occurring in the second
sink (Supplementary Figure 6). This demonstrates that delayed
adaptation of partitioning can at least partly be explained by
slow adaptation of the long-distance transport and does not
necessarily imply sink upregulation and prior saturation.

In further support of the relevance of pathway properties
and incomplete sink saturation for resource partitioning, many
stress conditions such as water shortage, salt stress, and infections
will reduce harvestable organ sucrose availability through either
reducing photosynthesis efficiency or affecting energy budget
allocation. We, thus, stress that while simple partitioning models,
such as relative growth rate approaches, may serve as a first-
order approximation for predicting harvestable organ yields, they
do not take into account all the relevant factors. Therefore,
in case, substantial deviations with experimental observations
occur or more detailed predictions are need, more biophysically
detailed and biologically realistic models are essential. These
are particularly relevant when studying regulatory mechanisms
impinging on sucrose transport, such as the SP6A-SWEET
interaction studied here. For future study, it would be of great
interest to study resource partitioning in a dynamic, growing
architecture. Here, we used a static architecture to study the
effects of sink and pathway properties, as inclusion of a growing,
more complex, architecture would generate complex feedbacks,
further complicating interpretation of the results. Similarly, this
model does not include variations in sieve element architecture
or vascular bundle numbers along the long-distance phloem
or between different organ types. Including such details in the
hydraulic architecture of the model are expected to further
improve our understanding and capability to predict resource
partitioning. Nonetheless, with the insights and modeling from
this article, it should now already be possible to interpret
resource partitioning in more complex scenarios, which can
give insights in important agroeconomic factors such as tuber
size distribution.
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